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moral, is very low. In winter they shelter
their families in bark dwellings; in summer
they wander in bands or tribes. Except in
coldest weather, when they wear skins of
animals, they live in practically a naked
state. The favorite weapon of the natives
is the boomerang (which see).
These first people once numbered at least
150,000, but the race is rapidly decreasing;
the number now is estimated at 60,000.
Political Divisions. The Commonwealth
of Australia, consisting of the six colonies
(now denominated Original States) of New
South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South
Australia, Western Australia and Tasmania,
was proclaimed at Sydney January 1, 1901.
After five of these colonies had, by legislative
enactments, approved by the direct vote of
the electors, declared their desire for a Fed-
eral Union, the British Parliament, on July
9, 1900, passed the act to constitute the
Commonwealth. This act provided for the
inclusion of Western Australia in the Feder-
ation if that colony so desired,, and in the
following month the colonial legislation
necessary for this end was passed.
Two Territories were surrendered by the
States to the Commonwealth, namely the
Northern Territory (formerly part of South
Australia) and the Federal Capital Territory
(formerly part of New South Wales). In
addition, Papua and Norfolk Island were
placed under the authority of the Common-
wealth, and the Territory of New Guinea and
the island of Nauru are held under Man-
date from, the League of Nations.
Surface and Drainage. The relief forms
of Australia are much simpler than those of
other continents. The elevation consists of a
chain of highlands known as the Great Divid-
ing Range, which begins near the western
boundary of Victoria and extends nearly
parallel to the coast as far as Cape York.
These mountains are highest at their southern
extremity, where Mount Kosciusko, the high-
est peak, reaches an elevation of 7,175 feet,
and two others exceed 7,000 feet. This moun-
tain system is given various local names, such
as the Australian Alps, in Victoria, the New
England Range and Liverpool Range. It is
distant from the coast from fifty to 300 miles,
and forms the watershed which separates the
rivers flowing* into the Pacific from those
flowing into the interior and into the Indian
Ocean. The center of the continent is a vast
low plain* which rises gradually toward the
 north and west. In some places this is
traversed by low ranges of hills that divide
it into smaller plateaus of varying elevations.
To the west of this plain, and skirting the
western coast, are irregular ranges of low
mountains. The northern and southern coasts
are nearly all low land.
The rivers are few^ and the river systems
are very small. The most important of these
is the Murray, with its tributaries, the Dar-
ling, Lachlan and Murrumbidgee. This sys-
tem drains a great part of the interior west
of the Dividing Range and enters the sea on
the south coast. To the east of the Dividing
Range the important streams are the Hunter,
Clarence, Brisbane, Fitzroy and Burdekin.
The Gilbert, Norman and Flinders are the
principal streams flowing into the Gulf of
Carpentaria; on the western coast the Mur-
chison, Gascoyne, Ashburton and Fitzroy flow
into the Indian Ocean. In the interior is a
number of streams which flow into salt lakes
or evaporate in the sands. The most impor-
tant of these is Cooper's Creek; the others
are all small. There are several lakes in the
interior, all of which are on the south side of
the continent. They have no outlets and con-
sequently are salt. The most important of
these are lakes Eyre, Torrens, Gairdner and
Amadeus.
Mineral Resources. The most important
mineral yet discovered is gold, and for more
than fifty years the output of gold from Aus-
tralia has been among the largest of all coun-
tries. The gold district is along the eastern
part of the continent and is almost entirely
confined to the region traversed by the moun-
tains. However, since 1890 some valuable
mines have been opened near the western
coast. There are also valuable deposits of coal
and iron ore, as well as mines of silver and
copper which yield a profitable income. Anti-
mony, bismuth, manganese, platinum and lead
are also found. Diamonds and other precious
stones occur in some localities, and building
stones of good quality, together with clays
suitable for brick and tile, are abundant
The average annual mineral production is
about £12,000,000, on about $60,000,000.
Of this, gold is £3,500,000, or about $17,-
'500,000; silver and lead, £1,500,000, or about
$7,500,000; copper, £600,000, or about
$3,000,000; coal, £6,000,000, or $30,000,000.
Climate* The climate of Australia is
generally hot and dry, but healthful. In the
tropical portions there are heavy rains, and

